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Energizing APABAL:
Our Challenge
This is the third issue of APABAL magazine
and also the third year of activities organized by APABAL. Last September, our association organized the first APABAL Convention: it was a great success with a very
good turnout. The comittee pulled out all
the stops: offering a September convention
created some much needed energy and
momentum at the start of a difficult school
year with fresh ideas. Our motto was ‘fresh
ideas for difficult times’.
The convention roundtable was a useful
way to exchange ideas among TEFL professionals from different educational sectors.
All the topics we dealt with are real life challenges for teachers nowadays. Topics like
creativity in the English class, the teaching
of oral skills or CLIL are crucial in order to
evolve as teachers. In the coming years, English teachers will have to face all the ‘novelties’ stemming from the new education
law and other changes such as the introduction of an oral exam in the selectividad
examination. It is self-evident that there is
now a greater social acceptance of how important it is to learn English. TEFEL’s future
will see a lot of changes; teaching English

will include not only the subject called English but also the teaching of other subjects
using English as vehicular language.
It is undeniable that English is becoming
more and more important in the curriculum. As CLIL gains ground in primary and
secondary education, APABAL will try to satisfy the needs of these ‘new’ English teachers. CLIL teachers will be an important
future part of our association. APABAL’s
strength depends on the number of its
members. We would like to thank all those
teachers who became APABAL members
this past year. If we grow as an association,
the voice of English teachers will certainly
be heard more loudly and clearly.

Montserrat García
President of APABAL

Associació
de professors
d’anglès de les
Illes Balears

www.apabal.com/
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MOTIVATING
CREATIVITY
USING ICT:
WHO SAID
ENGLISH LESSONS
COULDN’T
BE FUN?
By Àngela Pont Rosselló
Àngela Pont Rosselló holds a degree in English Philology from the University of the Balearic
Islands and has also worked as a Spanish Language Assistant in England. In 2011 she completed a Master’s degree in Education and ICT with the Open University of Catalonia.
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In the past few years, I have had the opportunity to work with children aged between
three and eighteen. At first I had the impression that it would be quite difficult for me to
teach ESL to little kids because the training I
received was directed toward high school
students. However, I was surprised to learn
that most of my students have some things
in common, regardless of their age: they are
almost always tired from previous lessons
and they consider school to be a cage. However, I could also appreciate how much they
love new technologies (even the younger
ones go crazy with happiness when watching an English video-song on a mobile
phone!); and also how they enjoyed expressing and sharing their opinions and feelings
(either through handcrafts, debates, roleplays or any other projects). I learned how
their mood can change just by not always
‘having to’ follow the book and that a little
bit of freedom can be turned into a deeper
wish for learning. I may be wrong, but my
main goal as an ESL teacher is not for my
students to pass the subject exams with high
grades; instead, my aim is for them to enjoy
English and to consider it as a ‘tool’ that can
help them with their future goals. I want my
students to be engaged by their lessons. So, I
started doing research, some of which you
will find explained in this article: why motivation and creativity should be nurtured in
the classroom — and how ICT (Information
and Communication Technologies) can
help accomplish this goal.
Motivation Affects Learning
J.E. Ormrod states that motivation affects
learning. However, this author is not the
only researcher to express this opinion.
John Holt1 also explains how a person’s
learning capacity is not only determined by
their intellectual abilities but also by the
degree of motivation the task produces in
the person. Thus, it can be said that students’ academic performance is linked to
their enthusiasm for the task or subject. It is
necessary to motivate students because2:
- Motivation promotes long-term success
and productivity
- Motivation directs behaviour toward particular goals
- Motivation leads to increased effort and
energy
- Motivation increases initiation of and persistence in activities
- Motivation affects cognitive processes
- Motivation often enhances performance
How Can We Motivate Our Students?
Although we can differentiate between
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, it is usu-

ally more advisable to foster students’
intrinsic motivation. However, we can occasionally help students increase their
learning motivation through extrinsic motivators in the form of rewards.
Regarding intrinsic motivation, Robert Harris3 states that one major motivation key is
the active involvement of students in their
own learning. It is as easy as providing them
with some autonomy in the learning
process; for example, letting them choose
their partners for a project or the date of the
project’s submission. In my case, I usually
prepare a broad list of topics to choose from
so that they can focus on their own interests;
consequently, they put more effort and
enthusiasm into the task. I decided to try
this list approach because, as Harris states,
‘students will be much more committed to a
learning activity that has value for them’.
As I see it, there are many reasons why ICT
also plays a very important role in students’
motivation. On the one hand, ICT can be
used by teachers to form a bond with students, because it is often the teacher who
needs the techno-savvy student’s help.
Consequently, students realise that teachers are also learners; and that we use ICT
because we want to be on the same wavelength as our students; we do this because
we actually care about them and their learning process. On the other hand, new
technologies allow us to connect the subject
with the outside world and, probably, with
the students’ interests, culture and social
lives. Another reason is that ICT allows us to
present a great variety of tasks. With ICT, we
can reach many more students in many
more ways, in contrast to just using a book.
ICT also helps make learning visual: pictures, drawings, graphs and many more
items can be shown and created via ICT.
Finally, Harris also agrees that “strong and
lasting memory is connected with the emotional state and experience of the learner”.
Consequently, ICT gives us the chance to
turn our classes into fun and exciting
moments that will surely promote longlasting learning.
I think it is important to show our students
that ESL is not just about grammar and
exams; rather, it is an important ‘tool’ for
almost every situation or interest in life. If
they learn English, they have access to a
wider range of information; they can get in
touch with people from all over the world;
and they will have more possibility of success in their job hunt. Whatever the reason,
students should take advantage of the widespread language of ICT; the teacher’s job is
to try to make them realise this and turn
them into intrinsically motivated learners,

John Holt, How Children Learn. (England:
Penguin Books,
1991).
1

J.E. Ormrod, ‘How
Motivation Affects
Learning and Behavior’.
<http://www.educati
on.com/reference/ar
ticle/motivationaffects-learning-beh
avior/>

2

Robert Harris, ‘Some
Ideas for Motivating
Students’.
<http://www.virtuals
alt.com/motivate.ht
m>
3
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Ken Robinson, TED
Conference Series:
Ideas Worth Spreading.
<http://www.ted.co
m/speakers/sir_ken_
robinson.html>

4

Inmaculada Cemades Ramírez,
‘Desarrollo de la creatividad en Educación
Infantil: Perspectiva
constructivista’.
<http://www.creativi
dadysociedad.com/a
rticulos/12/Creativid
ad%20y%20Socieda
d.%20Desarrollo%20
de%20la%20creativi
dad%20en%20Educa
cion%20Infantil.pdf>
5

Antonio Blázquez
Ortigosa, ‘La importancia de ser creativo’.
<http://www.csicsif.es/andalucia/m
odules/mod_ense/re
vista/pdf/Numero_1
7/ANTONIO_BLAZQ
UEZ_ORTIGOSA_2.p
df>

6

D. A. Majid, A. Tan, &
K. Soh, ‘Enhancing
Children’s Creativity:
an Exploratory Study
on Using the Internet
and SCAMPER as
Creative Writing
Tools”. The Korean
Journal of Thinking
and Problem Solving,
13(2), 67-81.
<http://faculty.ksu.e
du.sa/ualturki/Digit
al%20Library/Enhan
cing%20Children%E
2%80%99s%20Creati
vity%20An%20Explo
ratory%20Study%20
on.pdf>
7

learners who are engaged in a task because it
gives them pleasure.
Why Is It Necessary to Enhance Students’
Creativity?
Albert Einstein said that imagination is more
important than knowledge. Although he died
many decades ago, his point of view is still
valid nowadays. It was only a few years ago
that Ken Robinson stated that“creativity now
is as important in education as literacy, and
we should treat it with the same status“4.
Robinson also argued that many creative and
talented people are not aware of their gifts
because their creativity was not valued at
school. This may seem like a strong statement
but I truly agree with it, especially if the current socioeconomic context is taken into
account. As Inmaculada Cemades explains5,
nowadays, thanks to the development of the
Internet, anyone can gain knowledge without
leaving their home or needing a lot of money
or a specialized education. This is why the
educator’s main goal should focus on training
creative people who can cope with different
situations and who know how to seek information in effective and efficient ways.
Moreover, enhancing students’ creativity
takes advantage of their individual abilities:
they perform using all their skills, avoiding
the frustrations of a system that makes no distinction between learners and who’s
standards are either too easy or too difficult.
Finally, I feel Antonio Blázquez words6 are
very important: he states that creativity is
fundamental for the appropriate development of students and their future success,
because ‘development’ refers not only to academic aspects but also to social and
emotional spheres.
Motivating Students’ Creativity Through
ICT
As I see it, creativity can be enhanced by
adopting new teaching strategies (e.g. ICT in
the classroom) — always taking into account
students’ interests as a way of stimulating
their creativity.
Majid, Tan & Soh state that “children’s creativity can be encouraged by exposing them to a
wide variety of stimulation, providing them
opportunities to acquire information and
materials and to combine and arrange them,
giving children freedom to ask questions, disagree, and experiment.”7
ICT not only offers a great variety of tools —
ICT is the way of the future and students are
very familiar with it. Consequently, if we link
English lessons with new technologies, not
only will the students perceive the tasks’
degree of difficulty as lower, but students’
enthusiasm and creativity will increase.

Here is a selection of web-based tools and
resources that exemplify how students’ motivation and creativity can be nurtured by
using ICT:
Bitstrips is a free online comic strip tool
where the user can turn real life people into
cartoon characters. This tool can be used on
an individual basis: its art library provides
many different characters ready for use.
Users can also create their own avatars and
even connect with friends in order to share
cartoons. Thus, this tool can be used to
enhance collaborative work in a fun and creative way.

Xtranormal is a free online tool that creates
animated films in a few easy steps. The user
can choose actors from different categories
such as historical figures, celebrities, presidents and so on.

Once the user has selected the actors and
their voices, setting, background sounds and
music, it’s time to type the story!

You can make dialogue changes, preview
your film and even save it in case you do not
have time to finish it in the first session. Additionally, you can publish your film online.
And if you do not have time to be creative,
there is always the possibility of watching
films made by the Xtranormal team or other
users via the YouTube website.
Jilster is a free online application that creates
digital designs for users’ magazines. In other
words, this tool supplies the production
process necessary for creating a magazine.
Once registered, users can use their own texts
and pictures to make the project more per-
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sonal and engaging. The user can also invite
other people to work as editors for the magazine
so that they can help design and edit the project.
ESLvideo is a free ESL video quiz builder that
allows both teachers and students to watch and
create interactive quizzes related to a selected
video. The website is divided into several tabs
depending on the students’ level, from beginner
to high intermediate.
Glogster is a publishing platform that allows
users to create interactive posters loaded with
text, graphics, music and videos, etc.
Smilebox is a free online application that lets the
user create cards, invitations, collages, photo
albums, scrapbooks, slideshows, calendars,
recipes, newsletters, books and much more!
Once the users have selected the design they
only have to add their photos, videos and
optional text.
Kerpoof is a website through which drawings,
animated films or stories can be created. Users
can also vote on the other users’ creations! It also
has an ‘educator page’ with lesson plans and
ideas on how to use Kerpoof.

Note that the above tools are only a few among
the millions of web-based resources that can be
found on the Internet. Who said English classes
couldn’t be fun?
Useful Websites
http://www.bitstrips.com/create/comic/
http://www.xtranormal.com/
http://www.jilster.com/
http://www.eslvideo.com/

http://www.glogster.com/
http://www.smilebox.com/
http://www.kerpoof.com/
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by Amanda Ferrer Jeffrey

HOW
TO TEACH THEM TO
STUDENTS
Since 2001, APABAL member
Amanda Ferrer Jeffrey (fluent in six
languages) has been working in
ELT as a teacher, trainer, translator
and adviser in the UK, Germany,
Italy and Spain. She has a MA in
Applied Linguistics and is the
author of various teaching materials and articles on TEFL, bilingualism and multilingualism. Amanda
was recently featured in “The
Magic Storyteller” by PREMIUM
CINE, telling fairy stories for ESL
children. Amanda is currently
working on her PhD at the
University of the Balearic Islands
(UIB), focusing on CLIL (Content
Language and Integrated

Learning); and as a language
adviser at the Direcció General
d’Ordenació, Innovació i Formació
Professional at Conselleria
d’Educació, Cultura i Universitats
del Govern de les Illes Balears.
Amanda teaches B2 and C1 at
UNED (Universidad Nacional de
Educación a Distancia) and is
professor of Grammar, Syntax,
Literature and Pragmatics as well
as a co-researcher of Second
Language Acquisition at the UIB.
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Idioms are non-literal expressions. An
idiom is a phrase where the word
arrangement gives a different meaning to the dictionary definition of the
individual words. An idiom is a
sequence of words which, as a phrase,
has a different meaning than if you
were to consider each word separately. An English idiom is a figure of
speech. This situation can make
idioms hard for ESL learners to understand. The meaning that you are
expected to infer is different from
what the words normally mean. For
example, someone can literally ‘hit
the roof’ if they fall from high up and
strike the top of a house. However,
most English speakers understand
that ‘hitting the roof’ is an idiom for
getting very angry, very quickly.
William Shakespeare’s idiomatic contribution to the English language is,
without a shadow of doubt, deeply
impressive. This playwright contributed more phrases and sayings to
the English language than any other
individual — and most of them are
still in daily use.
Here’s a collection of well-known
idioms associated with Shakespeare:

- Milk of human kindness (Care and
compassion for others.).
- Tower of strength (Having a great
amount of physical and psychological
energy.).
- The game is up (The original meaning was ‘the game is over’. Nowadays it
means ‘Your dishonesty has been discovered. You are exposed.’).
- To be in a pickle (To be in a difficult
situation.).
- It’s (all) Greek to me (It is unintelligible to me.).
- Without rhyme or reason (Something that does not make any sense at
all, neither from a poetic nor logical
point of view).
- Vanish/disappear into thin air (Disappear without trace.).
- Mum’s the word (‘Mum’ — not
‘mother’ but ‘mmmmm’, the humming sound made with a closed
mouth. Meaning: keep quiet, say
nothing.).
- All that glitters is not gold (A shiny
showy article may not necessarily be
valuable.).
There are of course many more
Shakespearian idioms, such as: ‘A
sorry sight’, ‘All’s well that ends well’,

‘As cold as any stone’, ‘As dead as a
doornail’, ‘As white as snow’, ‘Come
what may’, ‘Fair play’, ‘In the twinkling
of an eye’, ‘Love is blind,’ etc. The English language has William
Shakespeare to thank for creating over
2000 idioms (also called idiomatic
expressions).
Idioms are used in a wide variety of
contexts and situations, in spoken
language and in written English, especially journalism. Idioms are a part of
language (and not just a part of English). They give a meaning more
vividness and often are briefer than a
long literal explanation. Basically,
idioms provide the meaning ‘in a nutshell’. Idioms often come from jargon.
‘Jargon’ is the language that a group
devoted to a particular theme develops among its participants. Many
idioms come from sport, e.g. ‘gone to
ground’; sea travel (the English used
to do this a lot), e.g. ‘taken aback’; or
from the body, e.g. ‘to get cold feet’. In
the case of some idioms, no-one
knows their origin but, as usual,
everyone has a theory!
Idioms are easy to recognise because
they have a fixed form. For example,
the idiom ‘a bull in a china shop’
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describes a clumsy person – either literally or in the social sense. However,
it must be a bull, and it must be a
china shop. If not, the message sadly
will not come across.
A person’s choice of idioms gives you a
considerable amount of information
about that person’s origins and character. For example, if a person uses the
idiom ‘raining cats and dogs’, you are
probably listening to someone relatively elderly or a language student, as
that idiom has generally dropped out
of everyday use. The modern expression is, ‘it’s chucking it down’.
However, ‘raining cats and dogs’ is in
the majority of EFL textbooks. Indeed,
there are a huge amount of idioms to
choose from.
Idioms are extremely important to
learn when reaching higher levels of
English, especially B2, C1 and C2,
because you will not really understand English until you understand
some basic idioms. There are thousands of idioms in English, from one
word idioms to entire sentences. Most
English speakers do not even realise
when they are using idioms. Some
British sports commentators seem to
speak only in idioms. Idioms will give
you a much richer understanding of
the English language and socio-cultural context.
English idioms can be confusing for
EFL learners because idioms defy all
the rules that students may have
already learnt. Idioms can also be
confusing because the same
idiomatic term may resemble a literal
term that means something entirely
different. In order to acquire a large
number of idioms, it definitely helps
to read English texts and listen to
native speakers. Introducing students
to English idioms should be done
within context. The role of context is
central in language learning. It is fundamental for teachers to provide a
rich context for students’ language
learning and practice. It is more effective for EFL students to learn language
in meaningful contexts rather than
learning isolated words through
memorization and drill. Since contextual information is significantly
effective in aiding students’ understanding of English idioms, it is
essential for EFL teachers to provide
students with rich contexts.

Besides introducing English idioms
through story contexts and visual
instruction, cooperation activities
such as group talk, Readers’ Theatre*,
retelling, dialogue writing and roleplaying can act as keys to increasing
students’ motivation and involvement in learning English idioms.
Illustrations from reading material
can also be very effective for learning
idioms as they foster and reinforce
vocabulary development. Consequently, visuals need to be
stimulating, interesting and motivating in order to enable students’
comprehension and retention of
reading material. Presenting English
idioms accompanied by visual stimuli
that clearly illustrate the idioms is a
very effective teaching method.
Group discussion can also be very
productive for teaching idioms,
because when students discuss what
they have read, their comprehension
increases. Group talk can provide
learners with rich opportunities to
acquire the social and linguistic
knowledge necessary for understanding new texts; students can also assist
one another in understanding the
meaning of challenging words, getting the main ideas, and answering
questions about what they have read.
The active dynamic of group discussion means that students learn and
understand more English idioms,
more thoroughly, as opposed to being
simply presented with a list of idioms
and meanings.
Readers’ Theatre is also an interesting and motivating strategy that can
provide readers with a legitimate
reason to reread text and further improve their word recognition, reading fluency and reading comprehension. Consequently, Readers’ Theatre has a significant effect on students’ acquisition and retention of
English idioms. Dialogues and roleplays are also very valid and provide
situations for students to practise
ordinary conversation and basic
speaking skills in context. Dialogues
offer students opportunities to act
out and practise oral skills before
employing them in the real world. It
is easier and more fun for students
to remember English idioms when

they have practised the idioms in
class dialogues and role-plays.
Retelling activities help students to
practise their reading retrieval skills;
this also helps the teacher assess how
much information their students
have retained. Retelling activities
reinforce integration of recently
learned reading and are a perfect
vehicle for teaching English idioms.
Retelling and rewriting activities provide students with more
opportunities to consciously demonstrate the meanings of English idioms
and familiarize themselves with
already learned English idioms.
Since it is vital for EFL learners to learn
English idioms in order to master
English, it is important for EFL teachers to design activities that include
English idioms; for this to be successful, students need to be motivated
and enjoy themselves so that they
learn effectively, both consciously and
unconsciously. When teachers integrate idioms into listening, speaking,
reading and writing activities, students are guaranteed a more
constructive learning experience
within different contexts.
Gradually, students will become
familiar with a basic sampling of
idioms and the places and situations
in which they can expect to find or use
these idioms. There are many books
that provide lists of idioms; these are
very useful for expanding one’s
knowledge of idioms.
So let’s all ‘roll up our sleeves’ (get
ready to start work) and ‘get cracking’
(get started)!
* Readers’ Theatre: is when a group
does an oral dramatic reading of a
text. There is usually no memorization, no movement and a minimum
of props. The aim is for the readers to
practise their oral expression.
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GETTING
‘ TECHIE’
IN THE
CLASSROOM
INTERACTIVITY
AND
PERSONALISATION
By Sheona Smith
I have been teaching English in Majorca for the last fifteen years. I work in two companies: Eurolang, a company which specialises in both General and Business English;
and the British Council where, as well as teaching exam courses to young learners
and teens, I am also the Cambridge YLE Speaking Examiner Team Leader. I am a qualified Cambridge examiner for all Upper and Lower Suite exams and have recently
completed Cambridge Delta Module 1 and 3.
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You may be put off by the title —“Technology? No thanks! I haven’t got the
time or the inclination.” Not all of us
are whizzes with computers. Not all of
us know how to tweet, blog or glog!
Nor do we have access to workshops
or training courses which could help
us learn more about these new applications and how to use them in a
learning environment. But isn’t it
about time we had a look for ourselves, and find out what’s out there
that’s easy to use and which may
motivate our students?
For me it was high time, so recently I
ventured into the world of interactive
tools that personalize activities in and
out of the classroom. It has been an
interesting and enlightening experience. So what is all the fuss about?

classmates from the comfort of their
own homes.

Well, first of all, it is amazing how little
time it takes to become more confident and knowledgeable about
different tools. Secondly, the quantity
and quality of applications, websites
and interactive games is unbelievable!
What’s more, they’re free and out
there waiting to be used.
Some of the tools/websites which I
have used are:

www.wallwisher.com: Noticeboards
are commonplace in our schools —
but what about an interactive one
where you and your students can post
sticky notes to remind each other
about homework, project work or
even links to the book you’ve just created on Bookr? Why is this such a
useful activity? Well, it’s authentic
communication in the target language. Isn’t that one of our goals as
language teachers? Again, all you
need to do is log in with your email
address, create a password and you’re
ready to go.

www.glogster.com : here students can
make interactive posters. Videos,
images, mp3 files, and gifs (graphics
interchange format) can be added to
their posters, together with text in all
sizes, shapes and colours. Talk about
personalization! Students can choose
their favourite city, pop group or a
person they admire. The list is endless,
as are the opportunities for personalizing the grammatical structures and
lexis covered in class.
www.voxopop.com: on this website
teachers can set up talkgroups for
their class. All that’s needed is an email address. Once the talkgroup is
created, it can be made public and
students can begin to record their
opinions and exchange ideas on
whichever topic negotiated in class.
This means that students get extra
speaking practice outside the classroom. They can interact with their

www.bookr.com: Here students can
practice their writing skills by making
and publishing a book. Topics or book
titles can be agreed within the group

or set by the teacher. Students can create a book with text and images and
thereby use what has been presented
in class in a meaningful way. The
length of books can be from 4 to 16
pages and the level can be anything
from beginner to advanced. Once the
books are completed, the students
send a link to classmates and the
teacher by e-mail.

There must be some hitch! No, only
some golden rules to remember. Even
though some of them are obvious,
they are easy to forget when planning
lessons in the comfort of your own
home. It’s important to remember the
following:
1. Always consult with parents/guardians or the school to verify
if students are allowed to open e-mail
accounts or use their present e-mail
addresses to log into new websites.
2. Make sure students are made aware
of the relevance of the activities. We
don’t just use websites for fun. The
learning aims are of prime importance.
3. Pre-test activities yourself. That
way, you will anticipate possible prob-

lems that students may come up
against during the lesson.
4. Always make sure all equipment is
available in the PC room/class at
school. It’s easy to forget that not all
PCs come with built-in micro-phones
or speakers.
5. Give out instructions, web-site
addresses, etc. BEFORE letting students near the computers. They will
be so enthusiastic about the activity
that it will be almost impossible to get
them to listen once PCs are switched
on.
Now, if you’re tempted to learn more
about using technology in the classroom, why not check out the
following websites where you will find
a wealth of information as well as
some fantastic ideas and links to other
websites.
On Russell Stannard’s fantastic website you can watch videos which talk
you through the different stages of
using various websites in the ELT
classroom.
www.teachertrainingvideos.com
Both of the sites below were created
by Nik Peachey, an IT consultant and
ELT expert. Here you will find help
and guidance on what to use and how
to use it.
http://nikpeachey.blogspot.com/
www.scoop.it/t/tools-for-learners
The feedback from my students on
these activities has been very positive
and their enthusiasm for all things
‘techie’ is something we must take
advantage of. However, don’t get discouraged if it takes a while for
students to make the switch from
doing exercises in their course book to
working collaboratively on-line. As
the saying goes, ‘All good things come
to he who waits’.

2.0
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TOOLS:
BRIDGING THE
GAP WITH OUR
STUDENTS
2.0 tools are quite popular in education these days — or at
least, lots of people write about them. Why? Some say
because it’s the way of the future; or that teachers need to
keep up with the times. I think it has to do with a bridge — a
bridge to cross the gap between teachers and their digitalnative students. If we want to make sure we fulfil our goals
as teachers, we must use the most pertinent tools. Therefore, this article will look at some of the most useful 2.0
Internet tools for our English classroom. These tools
enhance creativity, collaborative work and definitely build
self-esteem in students: they see themselves able to produce meaningful information in English. I think that this is
probably the most important aspect of using these tools.
Self-esteem encourages students to communicate, to
speak, regardless of the mistakes they might make. Worth
considering, don’t you think?

on a turn-taking basis. It is paramount that students prepare their ideas and projects beforehand, off-line — in
other words, on a sheet of paper. It is very important that
students know what they are going to do before they start to
use the application. Otherwise, they end up wasting time
in front of the computer.

Storytelling and Writing
There are some great tools that enhance writing and storytelling in ELT. How can these web applications help our
students create stories? By offering stunning layouts (that
lead to the creation of beautiful storybooks); catchy animations; and comic strips. Also, collaborative writing has
specific applications (‘apps’) that foster the writing process
in teams or groups, or even collaborative creation of stories

‘Storybird’ is one of the nicest online applications devoted
to storytelling. It uses art from artists who have donated
their work so that people can create storybooks that can be
published, viewed and shared online. It is probably the
most popular website for storytelling in primary education.
ESL students can create wonderful stories and choose the
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most suitable art. Truly motivating!
Teachers can create groups and give
assignments and topics for stories.

‘Domo Animate’ is a way to easily create Domo animations. Students can
easily create animated stories with
motion, effects and text. Asking them
to think of a story beforehand saves
time in the classroom. Really engaging!

‘Pixton’ is a cartoon creation tool that
allows its users to create awesome
comics. Pixton has also a growing
community that anyone can access,
to add their own comics. Perfect for
creating stories and very suitable for
secondary education.
Students can create and print magical
‘Epic Mickey’ episodes with ‘Disney
Comic Creator’ and use their favourite
characters with ‘Lego Comic Builder’.
A memorable way to foster creativity
through digital storytelling.

Writing skills can also be richly
enhanced through 2.0 applications.
Collaborative projects that create stories are highly motivating amongst
teenagers.

‘Protagonize’ is a creative writing
community with thousands of amateur and professional authors. Sign up
for free; read; and get feedback on
your writing. It is an extremely engaging website for students who are keen
on writing stories. Start a story and let
others follow and enrich it.
Ask your students to write ‘begin stories’ or continue someone else’s with
‘FoldingStory’. They can start a short
story with four or five lines of text;
share it on the website where other
people will only read the last two lines;
they add their own paragraph — get
10 participants and see what comes
out of it!

If you want to tell a story using video,
there are tools galore to do that. We
can start by using ‘BombayTV’, where
students can choose a short clip of a
Bollywood film and add short subtitles. If students are good at speaking,
they can even dub the clip and the
original voice of the film is changed
for the students’ voice. Highly creative, engaging — and good fun!

The ‘Artistifier’ is an application that
engages students in creating rich stories out of Youtube videos. They begin
by choosing a video and pasting the
URL into the Artistifier. The clip
becomes a black and white silent film
where students can write captions to
create a meaningful written story. We
can create beautiful silent movies that
are displayed on a dark theatre screen.
It is extremely easy to use and highly
rewarding for students.

Speaking and Listening Skills
We can also encourage our students
to speak with some very engaging
applications. These tasks can range
from asking our students to write
information (which is then turned
into voice); to directly recording their
own voice into the application and
sharing it with everyone.
‘Voki’ is the best application to start
working on speaking. Ask your students to explain what they did last
weekend, or what they think of Brad
Pitt’s latest film, etc. They create a digital-torso avatar and record their own
voice, or type what they want the
avatar to say.

Use ‘Voxopop’ if you want students to
talk about a specific topic or issue.
They follow a thread started by their
teacher and upload or record their
opinion. They can listen to the whole
thread of students’ opinions and get
the idea of what others think. If you
want to add text or a vodcast (a videorecording of your students), use
‘Voicethread’, a very good tool that
makes students speak about an image
uploaded by the teacher. They can
speak or write, and their opinion
appears around the image in a
mosaic-like working desk. Really
appealing!
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If you want to get your students to participate in an open
network of collaborative ideas, they can post video questions into ‘VYou’ and get video-answers from people
around the world. This could also be adapted to a classroom activity where teacher or students publish a question
and the rest of the class uploads their own video-answers.

We
usually
ask students to do surveys or questionnaires in order to
interview other people about questions related to the unit
topic. This could also be turned into a nice online survey
where they create questions and pose them to people on
the Internet. Students can later check what people
answered and tell the class using a digital poster. ‘DecideAlready’ is a nice application for doing online surveys. We
can ask people to choose the best answer out of different
possibilities, or we can ask them to place possible answers
in order.
These are just some of the possibilities within 2.0 applications and tools. Every week, we come across new sites with
different and original possibilities for making the best use
of the Internet in our lessons.
Stay tuned for more next time!! http://www.scoop.it/t/2-0tools-and-esl
Projects
References
2.0 applications can also be used to enrich projects with
additions that will help students express their ideas more
precisely. Time lines, digital posters, opinion polls, etc. are
all elements that can be easily created with tools learnt in
no more than 10 minutes.
Time lines can be used to talk about people’s lives, about
processes through time — and they can be easily created
with ‘Timetoast’ or ‘Dipity’. Start a timeline and embed
text, image, video or sound.

Digital posters are the best way to motivate children and
teenagers when it comes to expressing ideas or displaying
information. Digital posters are virtual boards where they
can paste any digital object, such as text, video, images or
audio files. It’s not only the writing, but also the possibilities that it offers when it comes to processing information;
transferring it to others through exhibiting; and explaining
what they have gathered and interpreted. ‘Glogster’, ‘Wallwisher’, and ‘Webdocs’ are good and useful digital poster
creators, easy to use and share.
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Timetoast: http://www.timetoast.com/
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Introduction
The aim of this article is firstly, to
consider the benefits that peer
observation has for teachers and
the teaching department and, in
consequence, for students; and
secondly, to outline a possible peer
observation framework for EOI
teachers.
For teachers, student progress is
very important and we do all that
we can to enhance the learning
process. But often, we seem to forget about our own progress and
personal growth: “It’s not just the
students who do the leaning, but
teachers do as well” (Scriviner 370).
This is why we, as teachers, must
keep on learning and developing
strategies and techniques to make
our professional practice better
and more enriching for both ourselves and our students.
There are different ways of updating our teaching practice and
avoiding stagnation. Some possibilities include: reading specialized
magazines such as APABAL or
ABAC that tackle current issues;
joining a teachers’ association (e.g.
IATEFL (International Association
of Teachers of EFL)) to see what is
going on in the international scene;
attending teacher training courses;
or simply using the staff in our
school as a resource. This last possibility includes peer observation;
in my opinion, this is one of the
cheapest and most rewarding practices if carried out well.
Misunderstanding What ‘Peer
Observation’ Means
There is much misunderstanding
among teachers about what ‘peer
observation’ is. Most teachers tend
to associate peer observation with
only one type of observation – the
one that takes place during our
teacher training period, when
experienced teachers, heads of
departments or even inspectors
assess our performance. But what I
am suggesting here is to simply
observe a colleague in action. And
of course, the teachers under
observation are not expecting their
colleagues to give them trainer-

type feedback but instead, to
engage in an “exciting exchange of
ideas, discussion about different
ways of working, comparisons of
views” (Scriviner 374). In other
words, never assess or judge.
Because, to quote Cosh, peer
observation “should not be a vehicle for the evaluation of others on
the basis of our assumptions, but a
reassessment of those assumptions
on the basis of their teaching”
(Cosh 22). We should bear in mind
that this type of observation takes
place among equals with the objective of enhancing professional
growth; if done well, it tends to be
enriching for both parties.
Lack of Team Building and
Teacher Bonding
However, our daily teaching is usually far from this type of collaborative experience. Team work and
staff bonding are not normally
present in our departments. Rarely
do teachers observe other teachers;
this even extends to trainee or substitute teachers observing more
experienced colleagues. Let’s face
it: it’s not a common practice but a
rather dreaded one. But those who
have undergone teacher training
courses in the US or the UK, or
especially those who have taught
abroad, know how often you find
yourself observing and being
observed by more experienced
teachers, by peer teacher trainees
or even parents, in the case of primary or secondary teaching! What
is more, it is quite common to find
teachers who lock themselves away
in their bunkers — i.e. classrooms
— closing the doors after the students. It is a complete mystery as
to what is going on in there.
Sometimes, if you dare to just drop
in to ask, for example, if the wifi
innternet connection is working,
everyone stops talking – teacher
and students – and they all stare at
you as if you were sneaking up on
them. What these reactions reflect
is that teachers do not usually welcome observers because they are
not trained for or used to such
practice. But believe me, the benefits are endless!

Why Peer Observation?
There are many benefits associated
with observing and being observed.
For example, observing other
teachers can reinforce your teaching practice and give you a confidence boost. Also, it can be very
encouraging to step into another
teacher’s class and discover that
what they are doing is not that different from what you usually do —
positive confirmation that you are
on the right path.
Another benefit is that teachers –
especially experienced ones – tend
to routinise their teaching; since
attending in-service courses is not
compulsory in EOIs or any public
school, they are very likely to rely
on regular teaching methods and
materials. Some of us may not even
be aware of all the mannerisms and
unconscious teaching habits we are
developing or have already developed, and if told, we tend to deny
them. As Scriviner puts it: “repeated venturing down well-travelled
roads leads sooner or later to boredom, to fossilisation of routines, to
increasing defensiveness and fear
of change” (Scriviner 375). Visiting
another class helps make us aware
of any ‘bad’ habits.
Moreover, observing other teachers
in action provides you with teaching
information that is not likely to be
discussed in teachers’ meetings.
Instead of exchanging information
about ‘what’ teachers do, you see
‘how’ it is done, and of equal importance, how students react to it.
Furthermore, peer observation also
enhances the image of your institution: it contributes to a professional environment that is concerned
about teacher welfare and teachers’
professional performance and
development.

An EOI Proposal
There have been attempts at doing
peer observation at some EOIs.
However, keeping in mind all the
benefits that I have outlined (from
improved teaching to stronger
teams) I believe that peer observation should be a regular practice.
What’s more, it should be encouraged by the Conselleria, allowing
for peer observation during the
course by adapting and making
teachers’ schedules more flexible to
enable observations.
Although there are several models
for peer observation, my proposal
is based on Cosh’s approach (1999),
which in turn is based on selfreflection and self-awareness of
one’s own teaching, guided by what
the observer reports. For the benefit of teachers and so that the proposal represents a less threatening
experience, these observations
should be carried out in pairs: the
teacher who has been observing is
later observed by the other teacher.
This is what Whisker refers to as
pair mentoring, when two teachers
work together and observe each
other’s lessons, discuss areas of
mutual interest and plan future
strategies (Whisker 65).

1 - Pre-observation: the meeting
between the two teachers takes
place for the first time. The teacher
under observation gives a detailed
explanation of essential items to
which the observer should pay
attention; e.g., conveying meaning
of new words, pace, or analysis of
language form, etc. If the observation does not have a simple and
clear focus, it all “becomes a pointless act of mutual back-patting”
(Cosh 24), with both teachers
telling each other, ‘Great class
mate, well done! You nailed it!’. At
this stage, it is important to mutually agree on how data will be gathered (i.e. a check-list, open questions, questionnaire, etc.).
2 - Observation: while the observation takes place, it is very important to observe the students’ reactions to the teacher. It is in the
action-reaction process between
teacher and students that we are
fully able to discern the learning
process that is taking place.
Students must be warned that the
observer is not observing them but
rather the teacher, so that the students can feel at ease with the
stranger in their class. And the
observer, when the observation
session has come to an end, should
thank the teacher and the students.

Stages To Follow
Three stages of equal importance,
carefully planned and linked,
define the whole activity: preobservation discussion; the observation itself; and post-observation.
Some aspects of the above stages
are of vital importance; if they are
not taken into account, the whole
activity can end up being a waste of
time. This could have a very
demoralizing effect on the teaching
department, resulting in teachers
becoming defensive and/or competitive.

3 - Post-observation: the feedback
meeting should not be put off for
long: the sooner, the better. Even
with a written record of all the data,
impressions of the teacher’s performance will probably fade away
and be difficult to retrieve. Ideally,
post-observations should take
place the day after the observation.
As regards the feedback, it has to
be handled very carefully and
ought to dwell on what was agreed
upon beforehand – i.e., on what the
observed teacher specified. When
delivering the feedback, observers
must never judge, remembering
“not only that we are unqualified to
judge our peers, but also that our
judgements are subjective, and
therefore of limited and questionable value to anyone other than
ourselves” (Cosh 23). So this subjective feedback about the
observed teacher should be used as
a tool for self-reflection and selfawareness.

Conclusion
In a nutshell: for this process to be
successful, teachers must be willing to grow professionally, move
from their comfort zone where they
are so comfortably parked, and
welcome the experience of playing,
trying, tasting, adopting and readapting. As Scriviner says, “the
more established and safer you are
in your job, the harder it can
become to take risks, to try something completely different”
(Scriviner 376). But I believe that
teachers must make a leap of faith,
and venture into new experiences
that can only end in success for
them and for their students.
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by Tracy Aristide

It was 2005, and San Cayetano school was on the verge of
embarking on a very new model in language learning.
CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) was
about to break through barriers of years and years of teaching English with traditional methods — would it be
possible? Or was this going to be a complete disaster?
Could we actually teach different subjects in English and
also guarantee that the subject knowledge wouldn’t be
negatively affected? Taking on new endeavors is always a
bit daunting, but our goal was clear. There was a tremendous need to improve our students’ language abilities; and
it seemed as if we had stumbled across a way to fully
enhance their skills.
Although the original idea was proposed by our administration, it was Nicholas Hiscocks (a veteran teacher of
almost 20 years at San Cayetano) who took it upon himself
to support the program and create a transitional scheme.
Slowly, year by year, each grade would be eased into learning English through school subjects. The first year,
history/geography in English would be introduced in 1st of
ESO. The second year, science in English would be introduced in Primary’s first grade. Each year, one more course
would be added.
It was no easy feat: parents were concerned about their
children missing out on subject knowledge; and students
had doubts about whether they would be able to understand the class. The English/CLIL department had their
work cut out for them!
The school decided that it would be best to offer CLIL
classes to all students in the school. There were no assessment tests to see if a student qualified for these classes;
they were just going to be a part of the across-the-board
curriculum.
Phase One
The secondary school history teachers took on their CLIL
project, confident in their students and themselves. This
positive mentality significantly helped to calm anxieties on
the part of the students and really aided in making these
lessons successful.
At the time, it was thought that the 1st of ESO students
would need a lot of support; their English teachers devoted
class time to helping them with grammar or vocabulary
encountered in the history text book. That year, there was
no English textbook; instead, there was an English grammar book supplemented by conversation activities and
reading. The main objective was to focus on history content and learning while using English. It was a combined
effort, with constant communication between CLIL and
English teachers to keep a close eye on how the students
were getting on. At the beginning it was slow; students and

families expressed concern time and again about the subject being too difficult and how complicated it all seemed.
But after some months, students got used to it and most
were able to follow in class with the help of their teachers.
Phase Two
The following year, science was introduced in Primary’s
first grade. The Primary teachers undertook their task with
enthusiasm and good spirit. By coincidence, the English
and CLIL science teacher was one and the same person, so
that made coordination easy! Each teacher had three
hours per week of English and then another three hours
per week of science. Again, there was concern from parents and faculty about whether the students would
understand enough and keep up in class. However, it
turned out to be a very successful year. At the start, the
main goal was to focus on student comprehension and
teacher commitment to keeping the class 100% English.
Using a multitude of visual aids, the teachers showed great
skill and imagination in developing their classes. The year
began with vocabulary visuals on magnetic surfaces; as
technology improved, presentations transitioned to the
use of projected images; then progressed to a digital whiteboard, which is currently the most frequently used tool.
Science also offers the opportunity to create lesson plans
based on experiments; the hands-on tactic was instrumental in motivating and challenging our students to
become active participants in the CLIL classroom. In this
first year with CLIL, no English textbooks were used, just a
science book. Teachers used fairy tales and stories as a
basis for introducing general English topics such as parts of
the body, clothes, etc.
As a whole, methodology began to evolve towards studentbased learning techniques in order to better engage the
children in their own learning. At the secondary level, projects and group work kept students interested and allowed
them to work at their own level. Suddenly, it felt as if the
students themselves were in charge; little by little, they
began to become autonomous in their own learning and
depended less and less on the help of teachers. English
classes regularly gave quizzes to assure that vocabulary
was being absorbed and class time was available for students’ questions. When it was no longer necessary for
English teachers to reinforce what was being taught in the
CLIL classes, English in its own right became reestablished
as a class.
Phase Three
This is where we find ourselves at the present time. English
class and CLIL are two separate identities. As the eight
years have gone by, students have developed a strong
sense of how to communicate in English. Each year their
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level is higher and they are able to produce more
and learn more. The content itself has increased
to include practically all the material that students would be learning if the lessons were
taught in Spanish or Catalan. It is worth noting
that the quality of projects done by students has
increased, as has group interaction. A judicious
use of computer technology has given us the
tools to reach students at a variety of levels and
intelligences. Not only are students more able –
teachers have also been enabled. Interactive
whiteboards have changed class participation
and brought it to an altogether new standard.
One noticeable difference is that students are
learning grammar naturally. We have been awed
by this phenomenon: we are seeing students
using grammatical structures in conversation
that they were not taught in English class. Learning naturally has allowed us to focus less on
in-class grammar and more on communication
skills, which has been much more beneficial for
the students’ progress.
Teachers have also been updating their skills via
new methodologies, computer technology and
study so that they also have better English teaching credentials. Some have attained higher levels
at the Official Language School (EOI); some have
attended workshops; and others have participated in conversation classes to better their
fluency and pronunciation. This is all the result
of constant dedication on the part of teachers

who are willing and motivated to enhance their
knowledge and become better at what they do.
San Cayetano undergoes regular auditing sessions by outside entities; a lot of effort goes into
keeping track of how our students are performing and how we, as teachers, can improve and be
more effective.
Our students’ exam results in English (Cambridge Young Learners, English First Certificate
and the PAU (Selectividad)) have all had recognizable improvements, the most significant
being an increase by one point in San Cayetano’s
overall PAU average. Students have much more
confidence in their English and we are very
proud of the results that we have achieved.
The key to this success cannot be stressed
enough: not only do the students have to work
together — but also the teachers and faculty. It is
a huge effort to make this kind of change happen
at any school; what makes it so successful is the
positive energy that each teacher contributes
and team effort. One of the most important factors in making change is a positive attitude. In
that regard, San Cayetano has been very lucky to
have an incredibly willing and flexible staff,
always giving unconditional support. We are so
very grateful for that. Our hope is that more
schools will have the courage to take the leap into
CLIL and enjoy it as much as San Cayetano does.
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This area refers to CLIL teachers’ abilities to cooperate effectively and create opportunities to reflect on and analyze their
instruction. The implementation of a particular CLIL experience generates changes that take time and require
collaboration. However, not all teachers may be sufficiently
prepared to handle this essential and very complicated task
of maximizing content learning through a foreign language.
Language teachers may feel unprepared for teaching both
language and content and integrating content materials in
their English classes, while content teachers may perceive
themselves as unable to help with language development
(Crandall, 1987). But as Mohan (1986) has pointed out, people learn language and content simultaneously in real life,
and teachers need to be able to address both within their
classrooms.
In many CLIL contexts, content and language teachers are
expected to work together and exchange ideas. However, in
some contexts there may be relatively few occasions when
teachers can come together and collaborate on teaching and
learning processes. However, such opportunities need to be
found, as reflective practice and the exchange of ideas
between teachers can lead to more risk taking and the use of
more innovative and creative teaching strategies. It is important that trust and mutual respect for each teacher’s ability
be built so that both teachers’ individual talents can be used
to benefit students.
Not only do language and content teachers need to cooperate with each other, but both need to be aware of the
importance of language awareness in teaching content.
According to Hoare (2003), the level of language awareness
the teacher possesses makes a great deal of difference when
providing for students’ access to the language needed for
content learning. Hoare states that the teacher’s awareness
of what language is to be used for learning and how such language interacts with subject matter content is essential to
the successful integration of content and language.
It is important that CLIL teachers continue to reflect on their
practices and develop their knowledge beyond their initial
teacher training. Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1993) make an
important distinction between two key types of knowledge
in teacher learning: knowledge-for-practice and knowledgein-practice. Whereas knowledge-for-practice describes the
formal knowledge that is often characteristic of teacher education courses, knowledge-in-practice refers to knowledge
gained through actual classroom experience and contact
with learners.
According to (Schön 1987, 1991), the ways in which teachers
reflect on and modify their practice is characteristic of the
knowledge-in-practice paradigm. CLIL teacher education
should build on teachers’ beliefs, knowledge and experience, to allow them to carefully construct a web of skills
through observation, reflection and practice. These skills are
developed through repeated cycles of practice and reflection
(Freeman and Richards, 1993), in which CLIL teachers are
encouraged to add a personal interpretation of their knowledge to their practical experiences in the classroom.

Implications for CLIL classroom practice
At the beginning of a CLIL project in a school the easiest way
of starting a collaborative approach is to encourage the
swapping of ideas. This informal sharing of ideas can lead to
the formation of a teacher discussion group where teachers
can share methods and reflect on their teaching. This can be
a forum where teachers discuss problems and try to anticipate others. Such initial informal meetings can gradually
become more formalized, developing into a teaching community and thus consolidating what began as a very timid
step towards cooperation.
Most subject teachers will lack training in language pedagogy and are unlikely to be informed about the processes of
second language acquisition. Collaboration between language and content teachers can help ensure that content
teachers provide instruction that helps learners interact with
their peers in ways that may help them develop the target
language, while at the same time demonstrating progress in
the content area (Wertheimer and Honigsfeld, 2000).
Peer observation among teachers is a good way to learn from
each other’s strategies, approaches, and experiences. It is a
powerful source of insight and discovery. For successful implementation it should be a two-way exchange: observing and
being observed. Building trust and rapport among content
and language teachers may allow teaching styles to become
more flexible. Also, a team that is aware of its instructional
styles and is willing to change them will be better equipped to
meet its goals. Working in this way may also be a good example
for students. CLIL students who see their teachers cooperating
are more likely to appreciate the benefits of working in groups
themselves (Mehisto, Marsh and Frigols, 2008).
Planning is an important factor in a collaborative program.
When planning time is scarce, it is necessary to develop
communication strategies and share decision making. This
gives teachers the opportunity to work together in lesson
preparation, modify class work, evaluate, and share strategies. The ideal co-planning structure provides language and
subject area specialists with time to meet on a weekly basis to
plan activities and strategies based on the curriculum. Such
meetings may generate a number of very productive collaborative strategies, benefiting both the students and the
teachers. According to Crandall (1998) strategies could be
divided as follows:
• analysis of texts, materials, and curriculum
• classroom observation, feedback and reflection
• collaborative action research and reflection
• development of integrated or complementary lessons, materials, or curricula
• collaborative or team teaching.
Teacher cooperation should be seen as part of professional
development and as a facilitator of teacher growth. CLIL
teacher education practices which encourage the use of peer
observation, joint lesson-planning, self-monitoring and
reflection can foster a more cooperative teaching experience
in which content and language teachers together develop
their understanding of effective CLIL instruction, and are
thus able to integrate content and language more naturally
in their classrooms.
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The twenty-first century school’s challenge: to train successful business
people, starting from an early age.
And, given the current economic recession, it is also necessary to foster
creativity and instill a sense of entrpreneurship in our students.
As teachers, we wonder, “Will our students find employment in the job
market? Or will they have to create their
own business opportunities?” The societal changes that have emerged in the last
few years indicate that a steady job and
working for a big company will be something out of the ordinary, even possibly
unobtainable for the majority of people.
With this in mind, many schools have
recently begun elaborating entrepreneurship projects, especially in
Catalonia and Asturias. Schools become
actual companies, developing all the
necessary business features. In the
Balearic Islands, several schools have put
student business projects into practice.
Last June, primary students in Calvià
presented a marketing campaign to the
local media, showcasing various
almond products. These young learners
carried out market research, created a
company name, designed a logo, produced a product, and launched it on the
market. The students gained firsthand
experience in all phases of product
development, from merchandise assembly to sales and distribution.
Creating a Business Requires Wellplanned Teamwork
Fostering a sense of entrepreneurship is
gigantic task; it requires cooperation
from various different school departments. In fact, in order to be really
successful and have the greatest impact
on school and community, all of a
school’s sectors need to participate. It
has to be a cross disciplinary task. The
various process steps involve a variety of
school subjects: setting up a company
(mathematics, language and reading);
market research (mathematics and ICT);
organizing production (tutorial); pricing
and marketing strategy (mathematics
and other subjects).The payoff is the
many important competences which are
nurtured in the process: cultural awareness, mathematical competence, social
and civic competence, linguistic competence, etc.
In order to be meaningful, a task should
be functional. What students learn

should be applicable to their daily life —
this motivates students to continue
learning
As an English teacher, I feel that foreign
language teachers can make valuable
contributions to entrepreneurship projects. Each school can adapt the concept,
depending on its needs and its human
and material resources.
The entrepreneurship model can be
developed in different contexts: primary
education, secondary education, rural
schools, or urban schools. Because the
model involves so many subject areas, it
creates a ‘whole task’ with shared common objectives.
This article will present a variety of proposals that can be implemented by the
English department, either as part of a
whole task developed by a complete
cycle or by the entire school. Some of the
proposals are:
1. Creation of a year end artistic product
in English class. This idea satisfies the
need for a visual group project task, as
specified within the Baleric Island ESO
curriculum framework for secondary
students (Education Act 73/2008).
2. An arts and crafts project in CLIL
schools. The school ‘business’ can design
and sell accessories and costume jewelry. Other items which both sexes find
‘motivating’ include: book marks,
mouse mats etc.
Why Is this Type of Projects So Important?
From a methodological viewpoint, this
type of project emphasizes cooperative
learning. Students gain twofold experience: they acquire experience in specific
activities in sub-groups, and participate
in the overall process as members of the
larger group. The whole school community participates in the many phases of
the project, ranging from making important decisions to selling the final
product.
Another important benefit of this type of
project is the multiple intelligences that
it fosters; it offers multiple paths that
stimulate students’ motivation and
interests.
From a transversal point of view, it is
important to recycle materials and to
reuse objects. This project provides
practical examples of this philosophy.
For example, students can transform
aluminum can tabs into stylish jewelry,
belts, purses and coasters. Students gain
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firsthand acquaintance with the idea that ecofriendly and desirability are not mutually exclusive
concepts.
When fostering creativity, it should be assumed that
everybody is creative. We cannot divide people into
the creative and the non-creative. Teachers need to
cultivate the creativity that resides in very students.
The success of brands like Custo, Dalmau or
Desigual, demonstrates the span of original applications, from inspired clothing design to innovative
publicity campaigns.
Fashion and trends are topics generate that great
interest among students. Teachers shouldn’t dismiss fashion as a frivolous topic; it all depends on
the approach. Secondary students are fascinated by
fashion (including accessories and costume jewelry); teachers should take advantage of this appeal
by using design as a theme to foster creativity.
Arts and crafts support a wide range of general English learning.
Command
structures,
specific word
order, and
scaffolding of
basic concepts (e.g.
colours,
shapes) are all
assimilated
during this
type of task.
For more specific English
acquisition,
different themes provide more focused subject
matter: textures, designs, materials, specific actions
(e.g. cutting, pasting), etc.
The internet is a valuable source of arts and craft
resources. Here is a sample of web pages in American and British English for making soft drink pull
tab jewelry:
http://www.instructables.com/id/Pop-Tab-Bracelets/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJv_e-cJ43I
http://www.crookedbrains.net/2011/06/creativecool-uses.html
Advertising and Selling the Product in English
When starting an entrepreneurship project, the first
step is market research. The second step is to decide
on the type of company: a cooperative, a public limited company, etc. The third step is the actual
creation of the product, in addition to distribution
and selling strategies. Last but not least, the product
needs to be publicized. While students are experts
in what is considered “in” and “out”, they lack critical
thinking. This project trains students to exercise
reasoned, reflective thinking, contributing to their
role as active citizens in today’s world.
Both entrepreneurship and media education are
issues that need to be addressed within the Baleric

educational system. In the USA, Canada, Holland
and the United Kingdom, media education (focusing on advertising analysis) has become part of the
official curriculum. By examining publicity strategies, we can help our students become literate
media critics.
Publicity Planning in Mini Steps
1. Launching an Advertising Campaign: Advertising
and Persuasive Strategies.
The students should be the ones to decide what
steps to follow. To this end, students should analyze
publicity techniques within current advertising to
assess consumer impact.
2. Designing a logo: an analysis of logos reveals the
relationship between well-known logos and their
products.
3. Devising a trademark: a catchy name, sign, design
or expression that identifies the product.
4. Brainstorming a snappy slogan: using puns and
figures of speech to invent catchy and witty slogans.
5. Oral presentations as part of the publicity campaign. Class groups present the products to the
students and other potential buyers.
6. Dissemination of advertisements. Different formulae can serve to publicize the product, varying
from designing modern and colourful posters to
recording a radio commercial. The slogan and logo
are integral parts of spreading product awareness.
7. Matching publicity type to context and skills. Students must evaluate what type of advertising works
best in which context. And, depending on the different publicity strategies, students’ skills should be
matched to their promotion duties. For example,
the creation of a radio announcement implies at
least 3 sub-groups in which students can hone their
skills: students skilled in eloquence can write the
text; those with a broad musical knowledge can suggest musical themes; and students with good
diction can be relied upon to record the oral message.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that setting
up a business is an enriching task that enables students to:
Recognize the power of creativity and entrepreneurship.
Familiarize themselves with the ins and outs of the
business field.
Recognize the importance of good management in
running a business.
Become aware of their role as critical thinkers, not
just consumers.
Work in cooperative groups, enhancing teamwork.
Participate in transforming recycled material into
beautiful and desirable items.
Foster creativity and originality.
Energize entrepreneurship and private initiative.
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A
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The use of L1 (the first language) in the classroom is a controversial subject. Teachers have
probably felt uneasy using the mother tongue in
the classroom because of the bad press it’s
received in the last decades. Currently, however,
mother tongue usage and translation in class is
being reappraised — as a means, not as an end
in itself.
Opinions are changing due to recent investigation into L1 classroom use and a decline in its
strict prohibition. Furthermore, translation has
long been held under lock and key, without very
convincing reasons. Now, some linguists consider that it’s time to reexamine the question.
Teacher trainer Sheelagh Deller and Mario Rinvolucri have published a book in which they
state that “the mother tongue taboo has been
with us for a long time but fortunately now
things seem to be changing” (Sheelagh Deller
and Mario Rinvolucri, 2002).
Nonetheless, the controversy is not yet over. I
would like to express some arguments in favour
of a limited use of L1 in the classroom. This
doesn’t mean a return to the old ‘grammartranslation’ methodology of learning English.

Translation is just another tool, the aim of which
is to ultimately enhance real communication in
English.
Historically, mother tongue classroom exclusion was due to the implementation of the
Natural or Direct Method, which assumed that
adults learn a new language in the same way
that children learn their mother tongue. This
method overlooked the obvious fact that little
children have a total immersion twenty-four
hours a day; and a special ability (shared by all
children) to have a command of their mother
tongue by age five or six. In fact, we all got
trapped by the Natural Approach. Who could
resist the appeal of learning in a ‘natural way’?
After all, aren’t natural remedies better than artificial ones?
The ‘Natural or Direct Method’ theories were
reinforced in the 70’s due to the influence of
Stephen Krashen’s ideas: he believed that learning was less valuable than acquisition; a
language should only be learnt via speaking and
listening. He thought that language competence could really only be acquired
subconsciously. The fashionable idea was
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‘learn the language, not about the language’.
Grammar explanations were avoided or placed
at the end of textbooks. Students didn’t have to
study. Just acquire the language by continuous
and spontaneous practice. Teachers and textbooks competed to provide varied, entertaining
and authentic material.
Learning or acquiring a language: here is where
the disagreement begins. Possibly the only language you can completely acquire is your
mother tongue; or a second language in bilingual communities; or a foreign language under
very special and total immersion situations.
According to W. Butzkamm, learning a foreign
language is necessarily a continuation of the student’s mother tongue. The student makes new
connections between the mother tongue and
the new language. In this way, the mother tongue
becomes the master key to other languages as
new knowledge is acquired through the mother
tongue. While our long-term purpose is to get
students to think in English, neurolinguist David
Owen believes that thinking in L2 is very unlikely
and can only happen after years – perhaps
decades — of considerable and unbroken exposure to the L2. Students use their native tongue

all day long except for three hours a week in English class. It is unrealistic to expect the mother
tongue won’t intrude into learners’ minds.
When we correct compositions, often we see that
students have translated word for word. If we
dedicated time to teaching translation of full
sentences, they probably wouldn’t make so
many mistakes: they would learn how to manage
bigger language chunks. If translation is done
unconsciously, why not treat it consciously and

take control of it in the classroom? As for vocabulary, on occasion word translation saves time;
students don’t have to guess and the teacher is
assured of correct comprehension. As students
progress, they will depend less and less on their
mother tongue. I think that the complete
mother-tongue taboo has had a negative influence on our students’ level. Translation works in
conjunction with long-term memory (now considered the dominant structure of human
cognition), whereas class interaction relies on
working memory or short-term memory, which
is not so efficient and often results in disorganized knowledge.
In an attempt to make classes entertaining, we
have probably moved to one extreme of the communicative continuum, where very often our
main aim is not to bore students. Once we are on
this path, our students will expect an endless
variety of entertainment; even worse, they will
have unconsciously assumed that English is not
a matter of serious study. They will assume that
English is just a matter of class interaction and
will seldom make the mental effort to prepare for
an exam. In actual fact, at this stage teenagers’
minds are well prepared to make a mental effort
in grammar and vocabulary. Conscious in-class
learning of language mechanisms, followed by a
sustained practice will give the students a more
effective command of the language. Outside the
classroom, there will be multiple opportunities
to improve their English: watching Internet TV,
surfing the net, etc. I do not hesitate to tell my
students that learning a language is a slow and
difficult process, interspersed with hard and also
joyful moments. In this way, they are better prepared for the challenges that learning a language
implies.
Several techniques are available for integrating
L1 into foreign language learning. One is the
sandwiching technique: a mother tongue translation between two repetitions of the foreign
language for difficult or unusual expressions.
Then there are specific translation exercises, from
both L2 into L1; and from L1 into L2. These exercises illustrate specific aspects of language,
highlighting the links between language usage
and grammar. In order to stimulate a pedagogical rather than a professional translation, texts
can be selected according to students’ needs and
interests. Texts shouldn’t have language traps.
Translation exercises should be short, carried
out in class and corrected collectively. If communication is the objective, why can’t a translation
recreate a real linguistic situation? Translation
helps students gain confidence and enables
them to use richer texts sooner in order to
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achieve real communication.
The controlled use of L1 in a classroom does not contradict
the maximum amount of foreign language input that students should receive. Second language learners assume
that for every word in L1 there is a unique translation
equivalent in the foreign language. Slowly, they learn the
ambiguity and differences in language structures. As they
slowly abandon translation, students will become more
proficient in the foreign language. As the linguist Allan Duff
says ‘translation helps us to understand better the influence of one language on the other, and to correct errors of
habit that creep in unnoticed’ (Duff 6). Translation also
provides flexibility and accuracy. Above all, translation
incorporates our best capacity — cognitive intelligence —
in our learning process, favouring mental agility, flexibility,
memorization and clarity.
The absolute monolingualism of English teaching is the
result of two factors. On one hand, unilingual native Anglophone teachers have dominated the field. While relying on
the ‘English-only policy’ is valid, it should not be the only
model. On the other hand, the mass production of cheap
books in English speaking countries has been a key factor
in the lack of bilingual textbook glossaries and comparative grammar explanations. However, this is now changing
– as seen in the inclusion of translation exercises in the
Spanish edition of the well-known Essential Grammar in
Use by R. Murphy.

Lastly, I’d like to quote Michael Swan in a recent interview:
“My own feeling is that communicative teaching has gone
too far and it would be nice if we could move back to the
centre . . . concentrating more on the nuts and bolts of
teaching language: grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation;
basic skills” (Swan, Speak Up magazine). I think that, as
professional English teachers, we are fully prepared for a
more academic and systematic classroom teaching. This
can only enhance our job as teachers — not as entertainers
or chat providers merely keeping our students busy doing
things in English. We might be surprised to see that our students enjoy the challenge and gain a more overall
command of the language, resulting in a deeper sense of
achievement.
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A multilingual person, in the broad
sense, is someone who can communicate in more than one language, be
it actively (through speaking, writing,
or signing) or passively (through listening, reading, or perceiving).
More specifically, the terms bilingual
and trilingual are used to describe
comparable situations in which two
or three languages are involved. A
multilingual person is generally
referred to as a polyglot. Poly (Greek:
) ‘many’, glot (Greek: ) ‘language’.
Not all multilinguals have the opportunity to use their languages on a
regular basis. However, in communities where two or more languages are
widely spoken, bilinguals may use
both languages on a daily or frequent
basis, where there is often a language
choice. If the other person is already
known to the multilingual (family
member, friend or colleague) a relationship has usually been established
using one language. If both are multilingual they have the option of
changing to the other language (e.g. to
include others in the conversation),
although old habits die hard.
Bilinguals and multilinguals are present in every country of the world, in
every social class and in all age groups.
Numerically, multilinguals are in the
majority in the world: it is estimated
that they constitute between half and
two thirds of the world’s population.
The multilingual population of the
world is growing as internationalism
spreads through trade and travel;
communications and mass media;
immigration; and an interlinked
global economy. Globalization and
interculturalism are both the cause
and effect of multilingualism.
Multilingual Individuals Are Not Isolated Islands
Language and context cannot be separated, so it’s necessary to consider
the use and function of an individual’s
languages. Functional bilingualism
provides examples of when, where,
and with who people use their languages when it is transformed into
language production in everyday
contexts and events. Some examples
of language contexts (domains)
include: the nuclear family, shopping,
extended family, visual and auditory

media (T.V, radio, D.V.D), work colleagues, print media, friends,
neighbors, correspondence, teachers,
clubs, leisure and hobbies, local community, information and
communications technology.
A multilingual person is someone
who, in their everyday life, can be
understood and who can communicate clearly, precisely and perfectly in
two languages or dialects.
One of the issues to consider with
regards to a multilingual person is the
concept of ‘intelligence’ and the associated controversy regarding the
defining and measuring of intelligence.
From the early 19th century to
approximately the 1960s, the dominant belief amongst academics was
that multilingualism had a detrimental effect on thinking. Research up to
the 1960s examined this issue using
one concept – intelligence. When
multilinguals and monolinguals were
compared on their IQ scores, particularly on verbal IQ, the usual result was
that multilinguals were behind
monolinguals. However, is intelligence measurable by a simple pencil
and paper IQ test requiring a single
correct solution to each question?
Gardner’s (2003) typology of intelligence includes logical-mathematical,
verbal-linguistic, visual-spatial, musical-rhythmical, bodily-kinesthetic,
naturalist, interpersonal, intrapersonal and existentialist ‘multiple
intelligences’. A further recent area of
study is the concept of emotional
intelligence both as a personality trait
and
as a component in performance
(Goleman 1996). Emotional intelligence may have facets related to
bilingualism and multiculturalism
such as adaptability, perception and
communication of feelings, relationship skills, self-esteem, social
competence and empathy.
Here are some cognitive theories
about multilingualism and the curriculum that clearly indicate that
languages do not operate separately
when a person thinks.
Balance Theory
Imagine two language balloons inside
your head that readily transfer and

interact within the cognitive system.
Teaching children to multiply in
Spanish can be easily transferred to
any other language. There are enough
cerebral quarters for many languages
in the brain; thus, languages do not
operate separately.
The Iceberg Analogy
Two icebergs (i.e. two languages) may
appear separate above the water; but
in fact, they are fused beneath the
waterline — just as multiple languages all operate through the same
central processing system. Multilinguals have one integrated source of
thought; languages influence content
and thought process, enhancing a
person’s understanding of different
perspectives and ideas.
The Threshold Theory
This theory studies the following
question: at what stage of multilingualism are children likely to either
experience cognitive benefits or detrimental consequences? It seems that
at a middle level, a multilingual child
is unlikely to have any significant positive or negative cognitive differences
compared with a monolingual.
The picture below provides a clear
portrait of the brain’s unique abilities.
Another important issue is the question of an individual’s early
development of multilingualism.
There are various routes to multilingualism; some start at birth, others
occur much later. It is worthwhile to
examine the development of children’s languages in both the social
and political context. For example,
early multilingual development in the
home does not take place in isolation.
It occurs within a community, country and culture – meaning that the
home is surrounded by expectations,
pressures and politics. On a worldwide scale, probably as many children
grow up to be multilinguals as monolinguals; and possibly more become
multilinguals than monolinguals.
Some children become bilinguals
almost effortlessly from birth. Others
learn another language in school or
later as adults.
An initial distinction is drawn
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between simultaneous childhood
multilingualism and sequential
childhood multilingualism.
Simultaneous childhood multilingualism refers to a child acquiring
two languages at the same time from
birth, sometimes called infant bilingualism, bilingual acquisition or
bilingual first language acquisition.
Second language acquisition, or
sequential language acquisition, is
learning a second language after a
first language is already established.
Many times this happens when a
child who speaks a language other
than English goes to school for the
first time. Children have an easier
time learning a second language, but
anyone can do it, at any age.

cated that typically, infant multilingualism is beneficial in many ways:
cognitively; culturally; communicatively; for higher curriculum
achievement; and for increased
chances of employment and promotion.

There are no exact boundaries
between simultaneous and sequential bilingualism, although the age of
acquisition is often used as a marker.

“Indeed, De Houwer’s (2009a) review
of the literature suggests that early
multilinguals tend to be at an advantage compared with monolinguals:
multilinguals learn new words and
labels for concepts at a faster pace,
both in understanding and speaking”
(Baker 95).

In the past, it was wrongly claimed
that simultaneous bilingual and multilingual language acquisition had
detrimental effects: “it will muddle
the child’s mind or retard language
development . . . On the contrary,
babies appear biologically ready to
acquire, store and differentiate two or
more languages from birth onwards”
(Baker 95). Infant multilingualism is
normal and natural. Evidence indi-

While the increase in each language’s
acquisition may be uneven due to differential experience in each language,
the vocabulary of multilingual children tends to show a similar number
of meanings (Baker 95). Studies comparing monolingual children with
early bilinguals regarding the total
number of meanings (or conceptual
vocabulary) expressed found no differences between the two groups.

Empower Your Children to Use Languages
The early bilingual child “needs to pay
extra attention to what speakers
intend to say, since the variation in the
different words they hear is so much

greater in a multilingual setting”
(Baker 95). The children need to
understand people referring to the
same thing in two languages. “De
Houwer’s (2009a) overview of the current literature on early bilinguals
indicates that multilingual and
monolingual children develop language in almost exactly the same way.
When there are differences between
the [multi]lingual and monolingual
child, the extent of these differences is
often less than variations among
monolingual children themselves”
(Baker 95).
Infants show a capacity to differentiate between the two languages very
early on. Memory for language
sounds is even operational in the fetal
stage; thus, bilingual acquisition
processes appear to start before birth.
Upon birth, newborns immediately
prefer their mother’s voice to that of
any other mother. The infant is not
just recognizing the mother’s voice, it
is also differentiating between the
immediate sounds: “the beginning of
‘breaking the code’. There appears to
be an immediate receptive language
differentiation in the newborn, particularly in intonation . . . This can be
extended from monolingualism to
bilingualism . . . as newborns can distinguish their parents’ native
language sounds from unfamiliar for-
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eign language sounds” (Baker
95). “Recent research has found
that bilingual children (two years
old or younger) know which language to speak ‘to whom’ and in
‘what situation’ (De Houwer,
2009; Deuchar & Quay, 2000;
Meisel, 2004)” (Baker 96). “Also,
[children are] much more ready
to use both languages (i.e. codeswitching) in conversation with
people [they know] to be fluent
bilinguals. The study suggests
that bilingual children tend to
mix languages less when
addressing monolinguals, but
move relatively more between
two languages when addressing bilinguals. This ‘sensitivity to interaction
with others’ appears in older bilinguals . . . When young children do
code-mix, this is more about experience than a mental jumble of
languages. Mixing languages is about
being inventive within current
resources and does not indicate a
muddle” (Baker 96).
Raising Multilingual Children
Raising multilingual children is a big
commitment, but knowing the facts
can be very helpful. First, ignore persistent myths such as:
Your child will be confused by learning
more than one language.
Your kid is going to get all these languages mixed up.
Why start now? Later your kid will pick
it up in no time.
Some kids can’t even handle that in
one language.
As long as the child is getting regular
interaction in the second (or third)
language, there won’t be any problems. That is the reason why a
two-year old child has fifty percent
more synapses than an adult! Even if
your child does not end up speaking
all the languages, don’t underestimate
the value of a passive language, i.e.
understanding it but not yet speaking
it. If you already understand a language, it is much easier to learn it later
in school or as an adult, compared to
someone who’s never heard it before.
So, even ‘just’ understanding another
language is most definitely not a
wasted effort.

effortless means to fluency. We
know that growing up multilingual implies superior reading and
writing skills in both languages, as
well as better analytical, social,
and academic skills. Teachers
want to give their children a head
start in culturalism and prepare
their children in the right way for
twenty years into the future,
Some of the minor drawbacks in
very young bilingualism and multilingualism include:

It is true that some mixing will occur,
but that is both harmless and temporary. As the child builds their
vocabulary in each language, this
phenomenon automatically disappears. How many monolingual
children automatically fix mistakes
after correct usage has been learned?
For example, children begin by saying
things like ‘Me want,’ when they mean
‘I want.’ And how many of them are
still saying ‘Me want,’ at five? Eventually, the multilingual child learns
correct usage in the same fashion as
any other child. If you don’t mix languages in your own conversation, it’ll
make it much simpler for your child to
remain consistent as well.
Studies indicate that children need
exposure to a different language
about one third of their waking hours
to become actively multilingual.
They’ll likely understand a lot with
less interaction, but they probably
won’t be able to speak it themselves.
Learning a second language is simple
for children (in comparison to adults),
but in the beginning they actually
need to hear a word thousands of
times before it sticks (unless it’s a bad
word, then miraculously you only
have to say it once . . . !). Enough
access to multiple languages actually
makes it easier for children to understand the nature of language itself,
which, in turn, improves overall literacy skills.
So, are there no drawbacks or disadvantages to raising a bilingual child?
Of course there are, but it’s clear that
speaking multiple languages is a good
thing, and learning multiple languages in the early years is a nearly

a delay in speaking (understandable considering the child is
learning twice the amount of
words);
slipping back and forth between languages;
mixing words.
Most importantly, parents and teachers need to remember that this is a
long term investment, based on sufficient language exposure. Persistence
is required to keep your family language rules as consistent as possible.
If you can keep faith for the first four
or five years when the foundation is
put in place, then things get easier.
There is no doubt that multilingual
children have more advantages.
Different Methods for Success
Raising multilingual children is a flexible and highly personal process, so
just adapt the basic language systems
to something that fits your lifestyle.
One Person, One Language (OPOL) is
the most common family language
system in use. Each parent or caregiver consistently speaks only one
language to the child. Sometimes
OPOL requires extra ‘language supplements,’ such as playgroups, visits
from family, a trip to the country
where the language is spoken, or a
native speaking nanny or au-pair. It
helps tremendously for your child to
hear that his parent isn’t the only one
who speaks this language. Kids are
savvy little creatures who are quite
capable of reasoning that they don’t
really need to know a language if it is
only spoken by one other person.
A second option, slightly less common but tremendously successful is
Minority Language at Home
(ML@H). It simply means that everyone speaks the minority language at
home, even if this language is not the
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native language of both parents. It is
probably the most reliable method for
raising truly native speaking children
since it ensures consistent interaction
from birth until the child leaves home.
However, the ML@H parent has to be
able to quell doubts and unwaveringly stay the course. When your child
isn’t speaking the community language on the same level as his or her
monolingual peers (generally the
ML@H child doesn’t reach parity with
them until around five years old), it’s
difficult not to worry. Even when you
know that your child is going to catch
up, it can be daunting to watch him
struggle.
Frankly, any pattern that works for
your family and provides enough
interaction in the second language is
fine. Examples of such variations are:
(1) one language is spoken every day,
the other on extended vacations to
another country; (2) one language is
spoken in a certain location (e.g. if the
children attend an immersion program), the other at home.
In our increasingly global world, parents realize that their kids will benefit
from knowing more than one language. Exposing your child to a
second language will help them learn
about other cultures. Research has
shown that bilinguals tend to be more
creative thinkers than those who
speak one language. And teaching
languages can provide surprising,
long-lasting benefits such as:
1. Brawnier brains.
Processing the sounds and words of
different languages is hard work, but it
pays off when it comes to brain power.
2. Delayed dementia.
Just as crossword puzzles and learning a musical instrument have been
shown to boost the brain’s ‘cognitive
reserves,’ so too does learning more
than one language. While cognitive
reserves won’t entirely prevent
dementia, the study concluded that
they may keep Alzheimer’s at bay by
compensating for the accumulation
of amyloid and other brain pathologies.
3. Superior self-regulation.
The discipline required to switch
between two languages actually
improves a child’s ability to focus on
an individual task – and to control
themselves. Bilingual kids have better
self-regulation, which will help them

do better in school. This finding indicates that increased self-regulation –
also known as executive functioning –
provides bilingual children with a significant advantage when it comes to
tasks that appear to call for managing
conflicting attentional demands. Alas,
science has yet to prove that bilingualism boosts a child’s focus when it
comes to cleaning his room!
4. Reading readiness.
Just as a Dr. Seuss can increase a
child’s awareness of and ability to
manipulate sounds, so too does
speaking a second language. Sound
manipulation, also called ‘phonological awareness’, has been shown to be a
good predictor of later reading. Bilingualism and multilingualism create
enhanced phonological awareness
and reading skills.
5. Passport to the world.
It’s a big world out there, and Spanish
and English are among the three most
common world languages. Multilingualism creates many more future
opportunities. Add to this the fact that
the mind is best able to take in a new
language between birth and age
seven.
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Be Bilingual: Practical Ideas for Multilingual Families by Annika
Bourgogne
Parents’ and Teachers’ Guide to Bilingualism by Colin Baker
“Being Multilingual” Blog
Written by researcher Madalena
Cruz-Ferreira. Regular posts about
what it means to be a multilingual in
today’s global society.
Multilingual Children’s Association:
http://www.multilingualchildren.or
g/
A webpage filled with useful links,
including list of frequently asked
questions about raising bilingual/multilingual children. Includes a
lively forum on multilingualism.
Founded by Christina Bosemark.
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MAKING

ROBERT
GRAVES
RELEVANT FOR MALLORCAN STUDENTS

by Sarah Brierley
Sarah is a Canadian from Montreal who was first inspired to visit Mallorca thanks to Robert Graves’s mythological novel The Golden Fleece, all about the voyage of Jason and the Argonauts. This marvelously evocative
book begins when one of the former Argonauts washes ashore on Mallorca and is taken to Deià where a
priestess of the Goddess decides his fate. Sarah has greatly enjoyed exploring the Robert Graves-Mallorca
connection, creating a walking tour of Graves’s Palma of the 1950s and 60s; and collaborating with La casa de
Robert Graves on guided school visits. For two years, Sarah wrote the ‘Fun with Words’ column for the
Majorca Daily Bulletin, aimed at both English learners and native speakers. Fluent in Spanish, Catalan and
French, Sarah is especially sensitive to the needs of language learners.
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Mallorca shares in the cultural legacy of a world class author in the figure of poet Robert Graves (1895-1985). Twice
nominated for the Nobel Prize for Literature (1962 & 1968),
Robert Graves lived in Deià for 52 years. But, how do you
make this relevant for today’s Mallorcan students? How
can we ensure that for them, Robert Graves is not just another ‘great’ dead white male foreign author?
Luckily, Robert Graves’s writings — poetry, novels, essays,
short stories, mythology, biography, autiobiography and
diaries (the latter written in Deià in the 1930s, see link
below) — and experiences provide much material that acts
as a bridge to connect with both Mallorcans and youth.
Poetic Response to Bullying
Who has not been unhappy at school, at some stage?
While at boarding school at age fifteen, Robert Graves’s
homesickness was compounded by bullying. The harrassment was so serious that he pretended to be insane, in
order to be left alone; one strategy was to go about with
straw mixed into his hair! At the same time, Robert began
writing poetry, as a means of escaping his painful reality —
many of his peers perceived the poetry as confirmation of
his insanity (Graves, R.P. 71). From this time onwards,
Robert viewed poetry as his ‘ruling passion’ (Graves, R.P.
72), the main guiding force in his life. An interesting exercise for students is to look at some of Robert’s early poetry,
e.g. “The Mountain Side at Evening” or poems from the
Fairies and Fusiliers collection.
1950s & 60s: Writing About Mallorca
Robert Graves’s writings about Mallorca deserve to be better known. He produced quite a number of interesting
essays and charming comic short stories about Mallorca,
first published in magazines in the 1950s and 60s; later,
collectively published in book format. It is interesting to
speculate on how these writings may have contributed to
the growing British interest in Mallorca as a tourist destination. Happily, these works are easy to obtain:
Majorca Observed (available in Spanish as Por qué vivo en
Mallorca).
Robert Graves Complete Short Stories published by Penguin; or in Spanish, Un brindís por Ava Gardner.
From a teaching point of view, not only do these writings
provide an easy entry with accessible language to the writing of Robert Graves (see below, “School Life in Mallorca”);
they also offer interesting historical perspectives that can
contribute to a student’s sense of the recent Balearic past.
Protecting the Serra de Tramuntana
Robert Graves first showed an interest in protecting the
heritage of the Tramuntana in 1962 when a hotel and villas
for Cala Deià were being planned. This caused great tension between the Deià villagers and the resident estrangers
and summer visitors. The deianencs felt that they should
benefit from the general tourist boom underway; the
foreigners felt that large scale development would destroy
the charm of the cove and the village. Robert Graves wrote
a letter to Manuel Fraga, Minister of Tourism, explaining
the situation; Graves suggested that the north-west coast
of the island be declared a national park, to protect it
against high rise buildings. The letter had effect: plans for
the Cala development were abandoned. Soon, the villages
along the north-west coast became regulated by strict building codes, and plans for new constructions had to be

approved by the Bellas Artes de Palma (Graves, W. 164-5).
Robert Graves’s concern for the Tramuntana can be interpreted as one of the first steps in creating a political will
that culminated in 2011, when the Serra was declared a
UNESCO world heritage site: an outstanding landscape
with a a unique combination of cultural, historical and ethnological features.
An interestsing exercise is to have students examine the
evolution of the effort to protect the Serra, using the
English texts in the websites mentioned at the end of this
article.
School Life in Majorca
The humorous short story, “School Life in Majorca” is an
ideal way to introduce students to the work of Robert Graves. This tale (very short, only five paragraphs!) first
published in 1954, is a fictionalized summary of Graves’s
own children’s experiences in the Mallorca school system,
ranging from the village schoolhouse with the nuns,
through Palma state schools, to convent colleges.
The scenes described in this comic account would probably sound familiar to the grandparents of current
Mallorcan students – making this account an apt tool for
bringing the past alive for today’s student body. A deeper
reading of the story provides hints of post-guerra life under
the dictatorship and Balears-Peninsula tensions, increasing the historical perspective of what seems, on the
surface, to be merely a lighthearted anecdote.
Mallorca’s increasingly multicultural school population
also finds its echo in the story’s two child protagonists, who
must straddle the delicate divide between being ‘foreign’,
yet also part of the Mallorcan society in which they are growing up. In this case, the bicultural gap is the occasion for
some jokes about cultural differences and strained Spanish-British relations.
Below is a sample of the first part of Graves’s “School Life in
Mallorca”. For copyright reasons, the whole piece cannot
be reproduced here, but hopefully this foretaste will
encourage you to get in touch with La casa de Robert Graves (info@lacasaderobertgraves.com), who would be
delighted to share an electronic version with you for educational purposes:
Synopsis: a young girl writes a letter about her and her
brother’s experiences at different Mallorcan schools in the
1950s.
“School Life in Majorca” by Robert Graves
Dear Mrs. Hampstead-Hendon:
Mother asks me to answer about schools for your children
when you come to see us in Majorca, because they are the
same age as Richard and me.
Paragraph #1
First we lived in a village calledhttp://fondationmonet.com/fr/ Binijiny where they do nothing but grow
tomatoes. I and Richard were sent to the Franciscan nuns,
and I looked after him until he was old enough to do up his
own buttons. Then he went to the State school because the
Bishop won’t let girls and bigger boys learn together,
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although at Binijiny there were only
ten boys in the boys’ school and only
four girls in the girls’ school. The Franciscans had the other eight girls,
mostly with baby brothers. Richard’s
headmaster got 800 pesetas a month,
not quite two pounds a week, which
he couldn’t live on. So he spent his
school hours at home translating
William Shakespeare into Spanish;
but as he knew no English, he translated a French translation. He had
learned French when he was a waiterboy in a Marseilles Economical
Restaurant which his uncle had; he
didn’t like the life because his uncle
used to buy the left-overs in the market, stinky fish and rotten vegetables,
and say: ‘We must show our clients an
example by eating no better than they
do.’ That’s how he came to be a
schoolmaster.
Paragraph #2
You can see the Inspector’s car coming up to the Binijiny mountain from
two kilometres away, and it always
stops halfway to cool down the radiator; so Jaime Frau, the boy who knew
the lessons best, used to teach the little boys, and Juan Grau, the boy who
knew least, kept watch from the Calvary outside. The Master said: ‘This is
good training for your careers, if you
don’t like growing tomatoes. Jaime
can be a schoolmaster like me and
Juan can be a guardia like his father.’
Juan never missed the car and when it
arrived the Master had rushed from
his house to the school and was busy
giving a lecture on the glorious days of
Philip II . . .
[To hear how the story ends, don’t forget to request a copy from La casa de
Robert Graves!]
Below is a class work sheet I have
developed to accompany the short
story:
“School Life in Majorca” by Robert
Graves — Work Sheet
(For an electronic copy of this sheet,
please contact:
info@lacasaderobertgraves.com)

Class Work

The class can either read the whole
story together, or be divided into
groups assigned to read and analyse a
particular paragraph.
Analysis of the Short Story “School
Life in Majorca”
1. Divide the class into 5 groups;
assign each group a paragraph from
the story.
First Task:
a) Each group reads the story silently,
making a note of any vocabulary
questions.
b) Each group discusses vocabulary
and comprehension, checking with a
dictionary and the
teacher.
c) What do you notice about the style
of the writing? Are there any punctuation changes you might make?
Second Task:
a) based on their paragraph, make a
list of Margaret and Richard’s school
experiences;
i. what conclusions can you make
about the educational system in 1955
Mallorca?
b) what elements of the paragraph
show aspects of (cite the examples):
i. life during the Franco dictatorship
—what elements might be unique to
Mallorca; to the rest of Spain in the
1950s?
ii. differences between Mallorcan and
Spanish culture; and Spanish and British culture?
iii. humour:
—do you find the story funny? Or does
it appeal more to a British sense of
humour?
c) does the author’s opinion about
things appear in the story?
The teacher can decide which of these
elements can be discussed by the class
at large.
Third Task: 2 Options

1. Write your own letter (min.100
words – max. 300):
—have you ever had the experience of
adapting to a foreign/different school
or country?
2. Interview an elderly person about
their primary/secondary school
experience.
Of Interest: Websites and Emails
info@lacasaderobertgraves.com — to
contact La casa de Robert Graves.
http://www.facebook.com/lacasader
obertgraves — regularly updated with
interesting photos, sound bites, anecdotes, information, etc. In English and
Spanish.
http://library.uvic.ca/spcoll/sc_digit
al/sc_digital_graves.html — Robert
Graves’s 1935-39 diary written in Deià.
View scans of the original pages and
transcriptions of the text.
http://histories.serradetramuntana.
net/en/robert_graves_in_deia/ —
English version of the Consell de
Mallorca’s webpage for the Serra; a
summary of Robert Graves’s life as a
cultural figure who lived in the Serra,
with a focus on Deià.
http://www.serradetramuntana.net/
en/noticies/vista/177/ — in English:
the 2011 announcement that the
Serra has been designated a world
heritage site.
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1371
— in English; the official UNESCO
world heritage site page for the Serra
de Tramuntana
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Remei Llavador Boix has a degree in English Philology. She has also studied translation at the British Council and
has worked as a translator and an English teacher in nursery, primary, secondary and adult education. She
implemented the British Council/MECD Agreement at IES Llorenç Garcíes i Font in Artà and also coordinated it
for several years. At present, Remei is the deputy head teacher at the Artà CEPA, where she coordinates a
Grundtvig project.

by Remei Llavador Boix

Once upon a time, there was a curious English
teacher who was invited to a Grundtvig Contact Seminar in Mallorca in October 2010. As it was her second
year in a CEPA, she was still discovering the world of
adult education; ‘Grundtvig’ was a new word for her.
So there she was, in the middle of a group of experienced teachers representing well-established adult
education institutions, all with a single aim: to find
partners for a Grundtvig Partnership. Everything was
very abstract at the beginning; it was like a fair of adult
schools. The participants had their own stalls with
posters, visit cards, information about their countries
and institutions and even some goodies. She had
almost nothing of the like, as her school was only one
year old. However, this teacher had the support of her
institution and was determined to find partners.
Luckily, her first contact was with a Scottish teacher
very experienced in Grundtvig projects, who also had
similar expectations regarding the seminar. After that
first contact, everything flowed much more smoothly.
In a couple of days, and after some discussion, a
group of seven institutions from seven different
countries agreed to start a project together. Practitioners from Scotland, Austria, Finland, Estonia,
Portugal, Ireland and Mallorca, all sharing the same
ideas, decided to embark on a journey that would be
called ‘Exploring Routes to Learning’.
From that moment onwards, I and my project colleagues have been moved by the same desire: to
explore the methodology we use in order to stimulate
and support adult learners whilst simultaneously
consulting them as to the effectiveness and impact of
these methods. Along the journey, learners have been
given a voice with a role in decision making, and have
actively contributed to innovative approaches for
lifelong learning. Simultaneously, practitioners have
lead, shared and developed new ways of embracing
ICT as an effective learning medium, particularly as a
platform for exchanging good practices and opening
up new routes for learners to explore.
Each institution carries out work locally or online.
Additionally, every country in the project has to
organize and receive Practitioner and Learner visits
from all the other country partners. These visits are
essential and are what makes Grundtvig such a special project. The visits offer a chance to become
acquainted with the reality of adult education in
other European countries in person, not just on
paper. For practitioners and learners, these visits create a sense of being part of a wider learning
community with shared values. The visits offer the

participating institutions the opportunity to meet,
work and explore solutions to universal learning
obstacles; to identify and share knowledge about the
routes that different organizations and cultures have
used to meet a variety of challenges, taking into
account the diverse nature of learners and their
needs. After each meeting, an evaluation and a reflective diary (detailing all the major facts and
conclusions, strengths and weaknesses) is regularly
completed as a kind of ship’s log.
Organizing a visit is not an easy job. Good planning,
commitment, and a schedule balancing work, culture and leisure time are needed. However, the
rewards of this learning experience are priceless: they
are evident twenty-four hours a day! So far, we have
already visited five different countries; each meeting
has been a unique experience and a privilege that no
report or training course could equal.The human factor adds increased value to this project. The fact that
we started as strangers, but now have an incredibly
strong bond that goes beyond the professional, creates a very special team.
At the beginning of March, my CEPA Artà Adult
School hosted our partners’ visit.The intensive fourday agenda included: project work sessions; an
English-language visit to Artà guided by our students;
a tour of the island; even a lipdub recording – all with
the extra bonus of sunshine and mild temperatures.
The outcome: an unforgettable and fruitful experience that was very fulfilling, both professionally and
personally, for the whole team.
Fortunately, the journey has not yet come to an end.
We’ll reach the harbour in a few months. In the meantime, in order to make a creative contribution to the
lifelong learning experience of the participants, their
institutions and complimentary agencies, the
process will be documented via an assortment of
tools that will assess the experience and form the
basis of a presentation: a summary; an evaluation of
‘routes’ explored; and a write-up of reflections by
practitioners and learners.
The moral of this true story is that, no matter how
abstract the ideas or how different the institutions,
good partners are the key to good projects. Partners
that have ideas, commitment, and institutional support; partners who are flexible and who believe in the
project’s success.
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Gabriela Torrens Ansell has a BA in English Language and Literature. She has been teaching English
in primary, secondary and adult education for more than fifteen years. At present, she is working for the Balearic Education Council. Gabriela has contributed to magazines and books; and has given lectures on different educational
matters. She also has years of experience as a teacher trainer. Currently, Gabriela is doing research related to TEFL.

by Gabriela Torrens Ansell
As we all know, ‘literacy’ means the ability to read and write. If you can read and write, you are considered literate. However, this may not be enough in today’s world.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) gives a more extended and up-to-date explanation, defining literacy as the “ability to identify, understand, interpret,
create, communicate, compute and use printed and written materials associated with varying contexts. Literacy involves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their goals, to
develop their knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their community and wider society.”
As teachers, we are aware of the importance of incorporating technology in our lessons. Little by little,
our schools are being equipped with computers and smartboards, and we should all know how to use
them by now. Most of us are acquainted with PowerPoint presentations, or with the projection of short
videos on the screen for class discussion. Although these are good resources, they are far from being
enough. We need to get our pupils actively involved in the completion of real tasks, and we need them
to read and write different types of texts using technological devices.
A good start would be to encourage our students to start their own blogs. Blogging is the new journal
writing, and our students are already familiar with blogs. Most students prefer writing on the computer than on a piece of paper. Therefore, instead of asking them to hand in their written
compositions, it would be a good idea to set the task and ask them to write a new entry in their blogs.
As blogs allow them to embed images and videos in their entries, students will probably be quite motivated — not only to produce texts, but also to read others’ texts and make comments. A good site to
get your students registered is http://www.blogger.com. Every student should have his/her own blog,
but the teacher must remain as the administrator of all the blogs. This way, the teacher can decide on
the privacy settings, control spam, and edit the entries at any time.
Another option is to use ‘wikis’ as a tool for collaborative writing: the teacher chooses a topic and then
creates a wiki-starting page with links to new pages. Students must write on the assigned topic, and
they can add pictures and links. The main difference with blogs is that students get to write and edit
the same pages; they can check their own progress, as every change is registered. Anyone in the class
can improve the original draft until the class and the teacher are satisfied with the piece of writing. The
main advantage of wikis is that they allow teachers and learners to see the evolution of a written task
and to continually comment, rather than just commenting on the final draft. At the beginning, it takes
some time for students to get used to writing collaboratively and learn how to edit different drafts and
learn from mistakes. But once students understand what to do, creating wiki pages is a very effective
resource for improving our students’ reading and writing skills. If you feel like starting a wiki with your
students, you can do it at http://www.pbwiki.com. If you are not accostumed to using wikis, you can
try working with Writeboard (http://writeboard.com), which is also an application for working on
collaborative writing skills.This simple online text editor is as easy to use as ‘Notepad’ or ‘TextEdit’.
Some of the collaborative writing activities that we can do in class include: writing a book report; writing out instructions; composing poems; planning a school trip/party; writing about someone famous;
writing short stories; writing a recipe; giving advice, etc. We can even make our own contribution to
Wikipedia and start a new entry about our school or town.
From my experience, using blogs or wikis in the EFL classroom helps students to become more responsible for their own learning; to acquire a better command of writing strategies; to cooperate with
each other; to become more independent and autonomous; and to hand in their productions on time!
Further reading on the subject:
Richardson, W. Blogs,Wikis, Podcasts, and Other Powerful Web Tools for Classrooms.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, 2006.

